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FEEDBACK
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Description of item

 

 

 

Product Name: sake bottle

 

Description of item

☆ size trunk diameter of about 10cm / diameter of about 2.5cm / height of about 19cm ☆  

image we have taken the actual thing, illumination, shading,  

different from the actual color depending on the monitor  

, please note that it may appear.

 

Notes

Thank you for taking a look.  

 

Exhibit is all used goods. Please tender for your understanding.  

 

Era, artist name, status and material, and the like is not a determination based on the subjective ☆ overall dimensions: cm / Yomiuri Shimbun cm ☆  

image, but we have taken the kind, illumination, shading,  

different from the actual color depending on the monitor  

it may seem Please note. there is no.  

 

In addition there is no not received all of the items appraised.  

 

There is a feeling of pushing associated with the per Sureware era.  

 

Please bid only if our well assent on the check for a photo with respect to such material.  

 

Because other than those that are described and assured product in the title can not assume the responsibility, please bid on your own judgment.  

 

Please refer to the well-detailed image. Person the completion goods you are looking for, please refrain from the tender.  

 

By used is in the personal computer has a display of state, you may be real and the hue is different.  

 

State of such details and described the wound of the product, please see the image well.  

 

Cancel, returned goods, refund, etc. after it makes a successful bid can not be accepted, please understand.  

 

No claim, no return, please.  

 

After receive the goods, please check whether there is any problem with the goods within three days.  

 

With regard to four days after more than goods from receive, be sure it will be exempt of damage compensation, etc. Please confirm.  

 

Because even after the lapse of one week after a successful bid, you will if you do not payment allowed to cancel at the highest bidder convenience, ple

ase understand. 

 

Until now, it is a case where I am, so we have a vicious bid which seems to be part of the heartless person mischief or sabotage of occurs. Customer., O

r the bid of the bad customers' overall evaluation of the new ID is allowed to delete here there. Please understand.  

 

Transportation accident, I refuse firmly bundled for mistakes prevention. (If you want to really goods shipped, in the case of emergency during the transp

ortation, it does not have responsibility to us, please understand), but We apologize for any inconvenience thank you for your understanding.

 

 

* * * Product introduction, there are more than 200 kinds of stylish templates Imejiappu was created by. (free) * * *

The question to an exhibitor
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See more de

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY

Seller will ship the item to JAUCE warehouses and JAUCE will ship to the buyer internationally.

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY FEE ESTIMATION

Destination:

Estimated weight:  gram

Get "Estimated" Rates

-Select a country-

See more de

SERVICE FEE ESTIMATION

Estimated closing price:  JPY

SUBMIT

Japan: 08 May, 13:50 Delivery fee estimator  Service fee estimato
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